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Vinyl Backed Coco Mat Rolls are perfect for long corridors, wide vestibules and even to have inventory 

coco matting and cut pieces as needed. Vinyl Backed Coco Mats are made of natural coconut fibers 

which are bonded to a heavy-duty vinyl backing. Rolls of coco mats have a deck brush-like surface 

which expertly brushes dirt, debris and water from shoes and boots. 

 

• Vinyl backed coco mats are a durable, first line of defense at any entrance.  

 

• These coco mats have a deep pile construction which traps and holds debris and water below the 

walking surface. 

 

• Coco mat rolls can be used in high-traffic areas. 

 

• The Natural color is available in the 1/2", 5/8", 3/4", 1" & 1 1/4" thicknesses. All other colors are 

available only in the 3/4" thickness. 

 

 

Item No: CM.VBCMR 



 

Standard Sizes (Approximate) 

Size Qty. 1 Qty. 2-10 Qty. 11-25 Qty. 26+ 

3' x 15' $366.34 $350.50 $332.86 $315.07 

3' x 20' $487.56 $470.09 $451.07 $434.92 

3' x 30' $727.69 $705.48 $688.47 $669.81 

3' x 40' $977.18 $956.55 $942.29 $922.53 

4' x 15' $407.04 $389.45 $369.85 $350.08 

4' x 20' $541.73 $522.32 $501.19 $483.25 

4' x 30' $808.54 $783.86 $764.96 $744.23 

4' x 40' $1,085.76 $1,062.83 $1,046.99 $1,025.03 

5' x 15' $452.25 $432.72 $410.94 $388.98 

5' x 20' $601.92 $580.36 $556.88 $536.94 

5' x 30' $898.38 $870.96 $849.96 $826.92 

5' x 40' $1,206.40 $1,180.92 $1,163.32 $1,138.92 

6' x 15' $502.50 $478.52 $456.60 $432.20 

6' x 20' $668.80 $644.84 $618.76 $596.60 

6' x 30' $998.20 $967.72 $944.40 $918.80 

6' x 40' $1,340.44 $1,312.12 $1,292.56 $1,265.54 

Please Call for 
Custom Sizes 

    

 

 
Available Colors 
 

                                                               
  1/2", 5/8”, 3/4"              3/4" thick Brown                3/4" thick Gray              3/4" thick Charcoal 
    & 1” thick 
      Natural 
 
 

                                        
3/4" thick Red                  3/4" thick Blue                 3/4" thick Green 
 


